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If you liked Patrician 2 and 3 and Port Royale you should like this. You should also like Port Royale 2. Yet I didn't. I guess too
much of the same thing only slightly improved or changed is not automatically a good thing. Also, I like the trading and
producing--not the fighting. The more I have to control my own ships in combat the more they get sunk. I'm a big picture/high
finance guy. Too much small picture in this game so I stopped. Your milage may vary.. Suggest players stay away from this
game until the major problems with the program launch has been resolved.. I had a lot of fun playing this game. If you haven't
played a lot of games like Port Royale or Patrician, then you will like this one because it's more streamlined. Graphics and
artistic styling are very pleasing to the eye. Basically by the time you finish this game, you would feel satisfied and rewarded and
time well spent. Nothing about this game annoyed me which is probably why I played through the entire game in a short time
without taking a break. That is why I have also purchased the DLC expansion which add a lot of content.. idk how this game is, i
idled it for cards to make the thumbsup: icon. I don't understand the negative reviews. I'll admit, the game is Sid Meier's level of
difficulty. It's difficult enough to make you pay attention yet your not really at risk of major losses at any point. Set backs rather
than game ending losses. My cup of tea after a hard day of work though. I've seen graphics problems, but I've been in the game
since Nintendo so I guess I'm not as spoiled. It'd be nice if they fixed it, but it's easy enough to play through it. I'm willing to
take the good with the bad as I keep coming back to the game over and over again for another playthrough.. I am not sure what i
think about this game. I am not all that familiar with this genre but i have played Patrician IV and this game is extremely
similiar to that game in almost everything except the setting. The game is certainly prettier and die hard fans could probably
name thousands of ways that the games are different but i found the games to be so similiar that i would have been really
disappointed if i had paid a whole lot of money for it. Luckily i did not and if you have not played Patrician IV then there is no
reason for you to care. But people who have should know about this. Now concerning the game itself. I really enjoyed my time
with the game at first. The game should should be pretty easy to get into both for newcomers and old fans and it is really fun at
first to travel the Mediterranean Sea buying low and selling high. Setting up trade routes, building industry and expanding your
trade empire is really fun and relaxing but the game is just way too easy. You really have to try to fail at making money and
after a couple of hours you should have been able to set up some trade routes which basically makes you a bunch of money
without you having to do anything. There is a bunch of stuff to do in the game but it all comes down to making more money and
it is often more time consuming than it is challening. Sure you can produce your own wares to increase your profit margin which
means that you have to make sure that your factories have the required raw material and so on. But why would you do this more
than once only to increase the profic margins that are already good enough. Sure you can try to make some more money to buy
some new ships and create an extra trade convoy but you have already done this a bunch of times and the endless loop of
making more money so that you can make more money gets old. I found the game lacking in having interesting stuff to spend
your money on. Some people might be satisfied with simply making money so that you can make more money but i found that
really boring after a while and there really was not anything there to keep my interest after that. Oh and the naval combat is
crap. It controls really odd and for some strange reason the devs decided to take away the slowed down speed modes in the
combat. So the combat is really fast and i thought that it turned into a hectic mess. You can also only control one ship at a time
and the ai takes control of the rest. This is functional for normal sea battles but it turns into a mess when you have to sail around
and try to catch a ship so that you can board it. I have probably sounded quite negative about the game but i absolutely do not
dislike it. It is a charming and simple game about trade and i would recommend it to people who is looking to spend some hours
doing just that. But i did not find the depth in the game to keep me interested after a couple of hours and you should probably
take that into consideration when thinking about the price.. I rather enjoy this game. Has quite a learning curve but the basics of
the game are still easy to grasp though. It is undoubtedly repetitive, but for the most part I don't find repetitive trading
mechanics boring, especially when there's a bit of naval combat, some missions and such thrown in the mix. Campaign is
decent, although the extended freeplay is where the most fun to be had is imo.. Rise of Venice is a navel trading game. The
mechanics of the game is relative simple, however I would advise playing through the campaign to get a good understanding of
the rules. The ship battle system is not simple. It is possible to avoid most pirate battles with a previous save file. They appear to
be random events unless it is part of a mission then it will be a fixed event. During a battle with another ship the controls are
very awkward making it very difficult to control your ship and target another ship. Waiting for your ship to come about again to
take another run at your enemy does get very tedious after a while and makes battles lengthy. Out maneuver your opponent can
be very tricky and requires luck most of the time. When you do eventually get a break at a run on your enemy then timing plays
an important part when it comes to firing and hitting your target. A single run on your enemy can very easily go very wrong
quickly. It takes a lot of persistence and patience to get the battles right. The rest of the game is OK however much of the
building elements are fixed and it is just a matter of constructing the same type building to increase production. The trading side
of the game is good, but like most trading games it can get repetitive after a while. The campaign is interesting and fun until you
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get to the ship battles. Free play is just as interesting but is as you would expect from a trading game it is a bit of a grind to
expand you trading empire. The graphics are bright and colourful. The detail is good at presenting the game style. The ocean
effects and crowds in the cities look really good during game play. While you are in battle mode the graphics also look good.
When you eventually master the battle system the graphics work effectively providing you with all the information you need.
The sounds in the game are good however they are on short loops and can get repeatedly annoying during long play. This is a
long play game. The interface does bombard you with a lot of information which makes the game more complicated than the
gaming mechanics actually are. However it does give you an opportunity to fine tune trade opportunities which may make a
difference after several of game play. It is entirely optional and unnecessary unless you are a fickle for detail. Generally the
game is pretty average. I believe there are better navel trading games out there, however I would not go as far to say this is a bad
one. I do recommend this game when on a deal.
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